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Nodal v Cal-West Rain, Inc.  7/17/19 

Juror misconduct; Trial integrity; Presumption of prejudice 

 

 This appeal follows a five-week trial in which appellant claimed that a steel 

nipple was improperly screwed into a plastic bushing on a vineyard irrigation 

system.  The bushing failed, causing a 20-pound valve assembly to blow off a 

pump station pipe and strike appellant in the head.  Appellant sued on a theory 

of negligent design and construction.   

 

 Appellant Ruben Nodal, a vineyard foreman for Kesselring Vineyard 

Consulting Services (KVCS), was injured when a valve assembly blew off a 

vineyard irrigation pipe and hit him.  Lunacy Vineyard hired KVCS to plant and 

cultivate the vineyard, and Cal West designed and installed the irrigation system.  

The irrigation system pumped water from a reservoir to a pump station, and from 

the pump station to irrigation blocks that serviced the vineyard.   

 

Nodal claimed that the valve assembly blew off the pump station pipe 

because Cal West improperly joined a steel nipple with a threaded plastic 

bushing.  The valve assembly had a steel nipple that threaded into a two-inch 

plastic bushing (PVC bushing), which was connected to the pump station pipe.  

Joe Garza, the Paso Robles branch manager of Cal West, oversaw the installation 

and trained appellant that the pump station had to be operated in automatic 



 

 

mode to maintain a water pressure of 100 pounds per square inch.  Operation of 

the irrigation system in manual mode would produce water pressure exceeding 

the system design.   

 

 In August of 2010, the pump station was not working. Appellant Nodal 

moved the power lever on the pump station from “off” to “on,” opened a gray 

box on the control panel, and pressed the green “manual” button and the blue 

“auto” button.  After the pump station powered up, the valve assembly blew off 

the PVC bushing and hit appellant.  Appellant’s expert, Ronald Bliesner, opined 

the valve assembly failed due to several factors, one of which was the over 

tightening of the steel nipple into the threaded bushing.   

 

 After the jury returned a 9-3 special verdict for Cal West, appellant moved 

for new trial based on juror misconduct, and judgment notwithstanding the 

verdict (JNOV).  The trial court found that juror misconduct occurred but did not 

prejudice appellant.  It also ruled that the verdict was supported by substantial 

evidence.    

 

 The Second District Court of Appeal began its opinion by noting that, “Juror 

affidavits may be used to impeach a verdict if they refer to objectively 

ascertainable statements, conduct, conditions or events, but not subjective 

reasoning processes of jurors, which are likely to have influenced the verdict 

improperly.”  (Vomaska v. City of San Diego (1997) 55 Cal.App.4th 905, 910)   

 

Here, the motion for new trial focused on juror Reed.  He was a pipefitter 

for 35 years who farmed in the Central Valley.  He had designed and built an 

irrigation system for his almond ranch.  Appellant submitted four juror 

declarations stating that, on the first day of deliberations, the jury vote “was split 

between yes, no, and undecided.”  During deliberations, Juror Reed said he 



 

 

had “‘been doing this for years,’” that “‘anybody would have put the system 

together the exact same way,’” and that “‘Cal West installed the system like 

everybody in the industry does.’”  “‘They installed the system the way the AG 

industry does it, that’s just how it’s done.’”  “‘Everybody does it this way and 

this is industry standard.’”  “‘Once the system was put together, and Cal West 

had done their testing, the ownership of the system transferred to the owner of 

the vineyard, and then anything that happened was the vineyard’s responsibility.’”   

 

 Cal West submitted two juror declarations stating that Reed offered 

opinions, just as the other jurors did.  In a separate declaration, based on his own 

conclusions, Reed denied that he was biased, and denied he told the other jurors 

how he was going to vote before the jury commenced deliberations.  He did not 

refute the precise allegations of the other jurors’ declarations.  Two of these 

jurors voted for a defense verdict. 

 

 In People v. Steele (2002) 27 Cal.4th 1230, 1266, our Supreme Court held that 

“a fine line exists between using one’s background in analyzing the evidence, 

which is appropriate, even inevitable, and injecting ‘an opinion explicitly based 

on specialized information obtained from outside sources,’ which we have 

described as juror misconduct.”    The trial court found that Reed crossed the 

“‘line’” described in Steele because Reed’s remarks “introduced a fact, not in 

evidence, that is, how others design and use materials.  No witness . . . gave 

evidence that he/she/it actually designed and used materials the way that Cal 

West . . . did in this case.  This adds the fact that others routinely construct 

irrigation systems the way that Cal West . . . did here.”  The trial court found it 

was juror misconduct but appellant was not prejudiced because the jurors were 

free to draw different inferences from Reed’s remarks.   

 



 

 

 The Justices conclude that the juror misconduct raised a presumption of 

prejudice, which was not rebutted by Cal West.  (McDonald v. Southern Pacific 

Transportation Co. (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 256, 265)  Jurors are not permitted to 

inject extraneous evidence, standards of care, or defense theories into the 

deliberations.  Reed said the Cal West design and construction met the 

“industry standard” and that “anybody would have put the system together the 

exact same way. . . .”   There was no evidence of that.  Reed vouched for the 

design and construction based on his expertise as a pipefitter and farmer, and 

said that anything that happened after the system was put together and tested 

“was the vineyard’s responsibility.”  That was contrary to the evidence and 

instructions.  The case was tried on a negligent design and construction theory.  

It mattered not whether ownership of the irrigation system transferred to the 

vineyard owner after Cal West built the system.  (See Jud. Council of Cal. Civil 

Jury Instructions (2018) CACI 1220, p. 734; Sanchez v. Swinerton & Walberg Co. 

(1996) 47 Cal.App.4th 1461, 1466-1467)  

 

 It is settled that a juror may not “discuss an opinion explicitly based on 

specialized information obtained from outside sources. Such injection of 

external information in the form of a juror’s own claim to expertise or specialized 

knowledge of a matter at issue is misconduct.”  (In re Malone (1996) 12 Cal.4th 

935, 963-964.)  McDonald, at 71 Cal.App.4th 256 is illustrative and involved a 9-3 

special verdict for defendant train company.  A juror who worked as a 

professional transportation consultant introduced new evidence in the nature of 

expert opinion during jury deliberations.  The juror talked about the placement 

of crossing gate sensors, their operation, and the reason why gates were not or 

could not be installed at the crossing.  The misconduct was “clear and severe” 

and “brought to bear not common knowledge but purported expert (and ex parte) 

rebuttal.”   

 



 

 

   Like the “rogue juror” in McDonald, Reed told the jury about the industry 

standard, causation, and how the vineyard owner was responsible for anything 

that happened.  He said “‘I know what I’m voting no matter what.’”  “It can be 

fairly assumed that the opinions held by this Juror certainly influenced his vote 

on the first and crucial question” of whether Cal West was negligent.  (Whitlock v. 

Foster Wheeler, LLC (2008) 160 Cal.App.4th 149, 163.)  The juror affidavits further 

reflect that his statements potentially influenced the votes of as many as four 

other jurors.  It raised a presumption of prejudice that was not rebutted.  (See, 

e.g., In re Malone, supra, 12 Cal.4th at p. 964; McDonald, at p. 266 )  “When the 

misconduct in question supports a finding that there is a substantial likelihood 

that at least one juror was impermissibly influenced to the plaintiff’s 

detriment, we are compelled to conclude that the integrity of the trial was 

undermined.”  (In re Malone, at p. 964.)   

 

 A “rogue juror” is someone who, in a mischievous way, wanders apart 

from fellow jurors, does not follow the court’s instructions, and violates the 

juror’s oath.  (See CACI No. 100.)  This undermines the integrity of trial by an 

impartial jury.  Such a juror may not vote or influence other jurors based upon 

asserted expertise on a matter not in evidence at trial.  This is juror misconduct 

which raises a presumption of prejudice.  Here, it was not rebutted and the 

Justices will reverse and remand for a new trial.   

 

 The order denying the motion for JNOV is affirmed.  Appellant is awarded 

costs on appeal. 

 

All Case Studies and original Opinions from 2008 through the present are now 

archived on our Website: http://ernestalongadr.com/case-library/ 
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This case study is provided in the hope it may prove useful in your practice 

or in the handling of litigated cases. If you receive a forwarded copy of this 

message and would like to be added to the mailing list, let me know. 

Mediation is economical, private and final. Alternative dispute resolution 

will allow you to dispose of cases without the undue time consumption, costs and 

risks of the courtroom. Your inquiries regarding an alternative means to resolve 

your case are welcome.  

 

 


